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Fomin's* Lecture Note on Low Temperature Phases of 3He

S. HOTTA**

Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-01, Japan

(l993$12}j 8 B~!!)

§1 Introduction

3He at low temperatures is a good object for the application and t~sting of

basic ideas of condensed matter physics. At low pressures and above f'V ImK 3He is

a normal Fermi liquid which is described by the Landau theory. Below f'V ImK it is

a superfluid with unconventional Cooper pairing and at pressures above f'V 30 bar it

is a quantum solid, forming magnetically ordered phases at temperatures f'V ImK.

In these lectures there' will be discussed mainly the liquid properties of 3He at

low-temperatures; normal phase and superfluid phases with the emphasis on their

magnetic properties. For introduction of basic ideas, notations and approaches, it

will be convenient to start with the simplest Fermi system; that is, an ideal Fermi

gas.

* LA. Fomin :' Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Russian Academy of Science,
117940 Moscow, Russia
~~~¥'iJf~1f~~(1992~3jJ22·B",6jJ23B)
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§2. Ideal Fermi-gas

2.1 Distribution function

Let us consider a collection of noninteracting identical particles with spin s =
1/2. If 'there is no external field one can choose as a basis of the states with a

given momentum p and projection of spin a = ±1/2 (or i, 1):

where V is the volume occupied by the gas, n is Planck's constant, and Xu is the

spin part of-the wave function. In thermodynamics we are dealing with properties

of the gas which are averaged over an equilibrium ensemble of systems. More

generally the ensemble is characterized by the average occupati0:r:t numbers, or a

distribution function, which formally can be written as

(1)

where atu and apu are correspondingly operators of creation and annihilation of

a particle in a state (p, a), and brackets denote averaging over a given ensemble.

A distribution function is a convenient macroscopic characteristic of a state of a

gas. Many other macroscopic characteristics of a gas can be expressed in terms of

n(p, a) in a straightforward way. These are the total energy

total momentum

total z-projection of spin

E = Lc(p,a)n(p,a) ,
P,O"

P = Lpn(p,a) ,
P,O"

(2)

(3)

(4)

For a more complete description of a spin-dependent properties one would have to
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· 3 JiFomin's Lecture Note on Low Temperature Phases of He.

consider the 2 X 2 density matrix

(5)

Then for all three projections of spin we have,

(6)

where ITa{3 = «(7~13' (7:13 , (7~13) is a vector of Pauli matrices

The entropy S of an ideal gas can be also expressed in terms of n(p, (7) via the

standard formula

S = - L {n In n + (1 - n)In(l - n)}
P,O'

(7)

For practical purposes the most interesting properties of a system are those

near thermodynamic equilibrium at given conditions. According to the general pre

scription of thermodYnamics an equilibrium state minimizes the thermodynamic

potential, according to a given condition. In particular, to find the equilibrium dis

tribution function neq(p, (7) at a given temperature T and a given total number of

particles N in a volume V, one would have to minimize a free energy F = E - T S

with respect to an arbitrary variation of n. at the constraint of N =constant. Min

imization with this constraint is technically inconvenient. The usual way to avoid

it is to consider ensemble of systems with different total number of particles but

with the given average number (N). In that case minimization has to ~e carried

out at given temperature "and chemical potential J.L. The potential to be minimized

is then

n = F- J.lN = E - J1N -TS .
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Combining expressions for E (Eq.(2)), N, S (Eq.(7)) in terms of n we obtain for

0:

o = L ([c(p, a) - JL]n +T[n In n + (1 - n)ln(1 - n)]} . (9)
P,O'

The equilibrium distribution function neq is found from the condition that at

arbitrary variation of 8n = n - neq the terms of first order in 8n in a variation of

80 vanish. The first order terms in 80 can be easily found with the aid of formula

(9). They are

on = L { (E: ~ JL) +T In 1 : n} onp,O"
P,O'

One can see that for 80 = 0 we need

1
n - n - ~----,--,---

- eq - e(e-J.l)/T + 1

(10)

(11 )

l.e. the Fermi distribution function. A chemical potential J1 is defined from a

requirement that average number of particles in a volume V is fixed

Ln(p,a)=N
P,O'

Thansforming the summation into integration over a phase space, we have

J J d3p
n· 2Vdr = n· 2V (27r1i)3 = N

(12)

(13)

Equation (13) can be solved explicitly with respect to J.l in the limit T -t O. In

that limit the Fermi function (11) is a step function O(-c+ J.l), Le. all states up to

c = JL are occupied with probability equal to unity and all states with c > JL are

empty. If we define a Fermi momentum as p}/2m = j.1" then formula (13) gives

I 4 7rp}
2V3(27r1i)3 = N

or

(
37r2N) 1/

3

PF = Ii
V

j1,o = p} = li
2

(37r
2N) 2/3

2m 2m V
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2.2 Low-temperature properties

The usual way to investigate the properties of a gas, liquid, or any other system

in condensed matter physics is to study reaction of the system to a perturbation,

. i.e. on a small change of external conditions. Expression of n in terms of the

distribution function makes it possible to discuss these reactions in a unique way.

Let us consider a state with a small deviation of its distribution function npo- from

equilibrium and expand the corresponding change in n :n - neq in this deviation

n = n - neq' Such an expansion with the condition (10) starts with the terms of

the second order in n.

(15)

So, n - neq is represented by a sum of energies of harmonic oscillators, npo- being

normal coordinates. Now it is easy to find the reaction of the gas to an external

perturbation if this perturbation is also expressed in terms of npo-. Procedure

is analogous to that for a one dimensional oscillator with coordinate variable X

and energy U -:- k~2. In the presence of an external force F the total energy U
acquires an additional term 8U = - FX, so that

U= kX
2

_ FX
2

Minimization of U'with respect to ..¥ gives a shift of equilibrium ~X = Flk. As a

result,any X-dependent function f(X), characterizing properties of the oscillator,

acquires an increment ~f = (dfIdX) . ~X. Following that procedure for an ideal

Fermi gas we find its differential "susceptibilities".

1) Momentum density - reaction to the motion of a container.

Consider a gas in a tube, which moves with a velocity w. The new equilibrium

must be a minimum of the potential n - w . P, where P is the total rnomentum

of the gas. We use the fact that in the original equilibrium state P = 0 and
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P = LpnpO'. Then we have to minimize
P,O'

(16)

Taking the variation of eq.(16) with respect to all n(p, 0-), we get

(17)

By setting 6(0 - Oeq - w· P) = 0 with respect to all n(p,o-), we can get the

following expression ;
_ 8neq .
npO' = ---w . p

Be
(18)

Choosing the z-axis as the direction of w : w = (0,0, w), we can calculate the

projection of the total momentum on the z-axis

(19)

The integrand of eq.(19) is independent of the spin, and setting 0 to be the angle

between p and the z-axis, we see

(20)

At low temperatures ~e can replace (- O;;;q) by 8(c - J-l), and using the relations
2 2

C = ?it and J-l = ~, we can get

(21)

where PF is the Fermi momentum and v(J-l) is the derisfty of states on the Fermi
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surface:

( dTI)=2x- .
de C=J.L

(22)

To derive th"e above expression for v(J..L), we only need to consider a shell in mo

mentum space, which has the thickness dp, then

where VF = ~ is the Fermi velocity. Using eq.(14), we can reduce eq.(21) to a

simple form.

(23)

2) Sound velocity

Let us calculate the sound velocity at absolute zero, i.e. the quantity u2 =
(9£). When T = 0, S = 0 and therefore we don't need to distinguish adiabatic

and isothermal quantities. Using the relation ;

v S V
dJ.L = -dP - -dT = --dPN N N

we can write

8P = N (8J.L) .
8p V 8p

Since p = Nvm, we can get the following expression :

8J.L all 8p 811 m
8N = 8p 8N = 8p V

Thus the sound velocity can be written as

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

To calculate the quantity (fft), we again consider the reaction of our system
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due to a change in J-l. By taking the variation of the difference of the thermody

namic potential from equilibrium, we get

8[0 - Oeq - ~/-lN] = 0 (28)

where ~I!' = J1 - j.leq· Equation(28) can be written in terms of fi = n - neq as

Carrying out the variation, we get

Then we obtain the deviation of the distribution function

(29)

(30)

(31)
_ 8neq
n p17 = - &~J-l

We can calculate the change of the total number ~N due to a change in the

chemical potential dJ-l.

. J dT~N = V n' 2· -de
de

= VJ(-8;;q )6I'V(c)dc (32)

In the limit of T = 0, we can replace (- 88;q) by c5(e - /-l), so we obtain ~N =

V Llj.lv(/-l) , and so

aN
aJ-l = YV(J-l) .

Substituting eq.(33) into eq.(27), we get

2 N 1 N 1 p} 1T
21i3 (PF)2 1

U = ;;: (~~) = V mv(l') = 31f2 1i3 m 2pFm = -;;: 3

Since the Fermi velocity is equal to (~), we obtain the simple result.

1
U=y'3VF.
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3) Spin susceptibility

Let us assume that our system is in an external magnetic field H. In this

case we have· to minimize 0 - Oeq - M . H in order to find the new equilibrium

. distribution function. If we assume that the magnetic field is along the z-axis,

then the last term becomes

M· H = gS· H = gSzH

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio. Sz can be written as

Expressing 0 - Oeq in terms of n, n must satisfy

Carrying out the variation, we get

(35)

(36)

(37)

""'[np j gnH] _L;' (_ oneq ) - -2- 8np j = 0
Oe .

From eq.(38), we obtain

""' [Tipl gnH] _L;' (_a;;q) + -2- 8~pl = 0 . (38)

nj = (_ oneq ) gnH ,
Oe 2-

The difference of these two is

Til = _ (_ oneq ) gnH
Oe 2

(39)

Then Sz becomes

(40)

(41)
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Here we can replace (- ']?) by 8(e - p) in the limit of T = o. Then

(
11,)2

Sz = 2" gHVv(p).

Finally 'we get the following expression for the spin susceptibility:

1 M (li)2
X = V H = g2 v(p).

4) Specific heat

The specific heat c is defined as

(42)

(43)

(44)

Let us calculate the change of the entropy due to a change "in temperature.

From eq.(7), we may write

'"' n eq _I:::!t.S = - L....J In npO" ,
1- neq

P,O"

Using the relations

where z = crfL , fi can be written as

(45)

(46)

fi = oneq I:::!t.T = _oneq e - p I:::!t.T
aT . Oe T

Substituting eq.(47) into eq.(45), we get

(47)

from which we can calculate (~) ;

oS = V Jz2 (- Oneq
) 2

dT
de = V Jz2 (- aneq

) v(e)de . (49)
aT Oe de . Oe

The main contribution of. z2( - 8;;?) to the integral is at e = II" so we can replace

vee) by v(p), and changing variables from z to e means 'the integration limits are
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-00 and +00. Then we get

as JOO (ane )aT =Vv(p) -00 z2 - azq dz .

Because the integral is an even function, the right-hand-side becomes

(50)

Finally we obtain the specific heat

(51)

As we have discussed, all quantities of u, c and x· are essentially described by

one quantity Le. v(p,). This is not surprising since n- n - neq can be described

as a sum of independent harmonic oscillators, which have the same coefficients

(-8n~78c)' In principle, if we measure one quantity, for example, the specific heat

c, we can predict the values of the other quantities.

§3. Landau Fermi-liquid theory

Next let us consider the application of the discussion about the ideal system

to the real systems, in particular, systems of electrons in metals or liquid-3He at

low temperatures. These systems have strong interactions, so we can't expect the

ideal Fermi gas model to be valid.

3.1 Quasiparticles

In the Landau theory, we assume that at low temperatures, if the interaction

between particles is switched on gradually and adiabatically in the ideal Fermi

system, we can obtain the real Fermi liquid system, and that the classification

of the quantum states of particles are specified by p and a similarly to the ideal

system: Then we can introduce the quasipartic1es as excitations and describe the

system of the Fermi-liquid in terms of quasiparticles.
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If there is no interaction, the states, both the ground state and excited states,

are exactly stationary, but once we introduce the interactions, only the ground

state is stationary and the excited states are not. Because of the interactions a

certain transition from one excited state to another state becomes possible. So an

excited state described by quasiparticles has a lifetime T. This can also be regarded

as the lifetime of the quasiparticles. The lifetime T is related to the uncertainty

of the energy of the quasiparticle : ~c rv ~. Thus when ~c is much smaller than

the en~rgy of the quasiparticle, the des~ription in terms of quasiparticles becomes

meaningful.

(52)

Here, the energy of the quasiparticle is measured from the Fermi energy. Let us es

timate the lifetime T. We consider an excited state such that only one quasiparticle

exists outside the Fermi surface", and the Fermi sphere is filled with quasiparticles.

The quasiparticle outside the Fermi surface, which has momentum Pl, can collide

with all other quasiparticles, P2, inside the Fermi surface, and two quasiparticles,

PS and P4, are created, outside the Fermi surface. Through this transition, the

total energy and the total momentum are conserved.

(Pl) + (P2) --+ (Ps) + (P4)

Pl + P2 = PS + P4 = P

Then we estimate the total probability of all possible transitions using the Fermi

Golden Rule.. Assuming that each elementary transition has the same amplitude

a, we can write the total probability w as

w ~I a 12J6(Pl + P2 - Ps - P4)6(q + £2 - £3 - £4)dp2dpsdp4

=1 a 1
2 r 6(c1+ c2 - c3 - c4)dp2dpS' .
Jp4=P1+P2-pa

For a given P2, setting () to be the angle between P3 and P = Pl + P2, we can
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write

w ~I a 12 JdP2 J8(61 + £2 - £3 - £4)~dp3d(- cosO)d</>

~I a 12 JdP2J8(61 + £2 - £3 - £4)p~dP3d( - cosO)

From the relation

p~ = (p - ps)2 = p2
- 2PP3 cosB +p~

we can replace d(.- cos B) by dP4 ;

. P4
d( - cos B) = -.-dp4

PP3

Then the total probability w becomes

Recalling that e = vF(p - PF), we can replace dp by de,

Since PI is very close to PF at low temperatures, we can replace P3 and P4 by PF.

Thus we get
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Again setting 0 to be the angle between PI and P2, dP2 can be replaced by

dP2 = P~dp2d( - cos O)d¢>

=-P~dp2~dpd¢
. PIP2

then w becomes

Therefore we can conclude

(53)

w is equal to the inverse of r, so that we have to satisfy

(54)

If P is sufficientry close to the Fermi momentum PF , this condition can b~ always

satisfied.

3.2 Distribution function and energy of a quasiparticle

Let us formulate Landau Fermi-liquid theory. We assume that in the ground

state the Fermi sphere is filled with quasiparticles, similarly to the ideal system,

and that the number 'of quasiparticles is equal to that of particles. Then the

density of quasiparticles is

N 8?Tp}
V = (2?Tn)3 . (55)

The total energy of the system can't be expressed in a simple form because of

the interaction of quasiparticles, but it should be described as a functional of the
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distribution function of quasiparticles n(p, a);

E=E{n} .

Then we consider the change· of the total energy E due to the small change of the

distribution function of the quasiparticles, and define the energy of a quasiparticle

as the functional derivative of E with respect to the distribution function;

8E = LVJe(p, (7)8n(p, (7)dr .
(T

(56)

Although interactions change the total energy, the total momentum and the total

number of quasiparticles are not changed through interactions, so that we can

write

p - LVJpn(p,<7)dr
(T

N = LVJn(p,<7)dr .
(j

(57)

Next we consider the equilibrium distribution of quasiparticles. As in the ideal

case, we have to minimize the thermodynamic potential n = E - IlN - T S with

respect to the distribution function. Because the energy levels of quasiparticles in

the Fermi-liquid and those of particles in the Fermi-gas are classified in the same

manner, we can use the same formula for the entropy S;

S = -L{nlnn + (1- n) In(1- n)}
p,(j

Then taking the variation with respect to n, we get

(58)

(59)

Setting hn to be zero, we obtain the same expression of the distribution function
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(60)

of quasiparticles ;

1
n - --:--~=---

eq - e(e-J-L)/T + 1

However, here c is a functional of the distribution function because of the interac

tion of quasiparticles ;

c = c{n} .

So, eq.(60) is quite a complicated implicit equation for n.

At T = 0, n takes the simple Fermi step function;

n={ 1

o
c<p, ,

We can not write c in an explicit form, so we consider the change in c due to a

small change in n ;

8c(p,a) =L Jf(p,a;p',a')8n(p',a')dr'
u'

3.3 Low temperature properties and effective mass

(61)

Now we have introduced the concepts of Landau theory; the excitations, the

lifetime and the energy of quasiparticles. Then let us consider the thermodynamic

properties in the same way as for the ideal Fermi-gas. First we introduce the

deviation of the distribution function in the vicinity of equilibrium

n = n - neq .

We have to expand the thermodynamic potential n up to second order in n since

the first order' term disappears in equilibrium. In the case of a Fermi-liquid, we

have to add the second variation of E to the expression for the ideal ca~e. [2 can

then be written as

- ' 1"", , ')_ _ T"", (n pu )2
n = n - neq = "2 L !(p, a; p ,a npunp'u' + 2" L n (1 _ n .)

, p u eq eqp,p ,
u,u'

(62)

The second term is already in diagonal form, but the first term is not. It has the

form of the sum of products of different p and a. To take the same procedure
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of deriving thermodynamic quantities, we have to diagonalize both terms. To do

so, at first we split f and n into a spin sYIDffietric and a spin antisyrnrnetric part.

Because f should depend on the relative orientation of spin, f can be written as

fii = fll = f(8) + f(a) , fn = fH = f(s) - f(a)

Similarly we split n into twp terms;

(63)

nl = ns - na . (64)

Substituting eq.(64) into the first term of 0, we can write

1 . ,
2' L f(p, 0"; p'(J"')npO'np/O"

p,p'
Ia,O'

1 '
= 2' L {fii[(ns + na)(nsl + na,) + (ns - na)(ns' - iia')]

p,p'

+ fn[(fi s + na)(ns' - iia' ) + (ns - na)(fisl + nal)]}

= ~ L2. 2[j(s)ns (p)ns(p') + f(a)na(p)na(p')]
p,p'

In the second term we replace T (/ ) by ( {} 178c);
n eq ~neq - neq

'2T " (npO') 1 " 1 _ _ 2 _ _ 2
-2~ (1 _ ) = -2~ (B ) [ens + na ) + (ns - na ) ]

neq neq neqp,O' p _

BE

- ~L 2n;(P) + n~(p) (65)
- 2 (aneq )·p ---

BE

Therefore 0 is

!1= ~VJ2dTn~(~~)j2 + ~VJ2dT2dT'[j(S) (I>,p')ns(p)ns(p')

+ f(a)(p,p')na(p)na(p')] . (66)

Since the change of the distribution function is concentrated in the vicinity of the
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Fermi surface, we define 1] and ( by

(67)

where 1] and ( depend only on the direction of p. For the same reason, f(p, p')

depends only on the angle between p and p'. Then ncan be written as

Remember that we can replace (- 0;;;9) by 6(e - /-1), and that v(p,) = [2 X *]c=Jl =
2x47l"Pk ~I t
(27l"h)3 de e=Jl' we ge

n = ~v(p,) [J dO (1](p)2 + ((p)2) +JdO dO' [F(s)(p;fl)1](p)1](p')
V 2 411'" 411'" 411'"

+ }i'!8}(p,p')(CP)((p')1] , (69)

where F(s,a)(p,p') is the dimensionless quantity defined by

(70)

Setting 8 to ~e the angle between Pand p', we can expand F(s,a) in a series of

Legendre polynomials

00

F(s,a) (cos 8) = L F?,a) P£(cosE»
£=0

(71)

Similarly, expressing the direction of Pby () and ¢,1] and ( can be expanded in a

series of normalized spherical harmonics, such as

00 £

1](p) = TJ((), ¢) = L L TJ£mYfm(f), ¢)
£=0 m=-£
00 £

((p) = (((),¢) = L L (£mYfm(~,¢)
£=0 m=-£

- 84-
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Ylm (() , if;) is normalized by

Using the addition theorem for spherical harmonics

t

Ft (cos 8) = 2£ ~ 1 :E Ytm(f}, if;)Yl,-m(O', ¢') ,
m=-t

we can obtain the following expression for {1

(73)

This shows that (1 is described by a sum of independent oscillators, with all the

oscillators having different coefficients 1 + ;~:a:. For. the equilibrium state to

be stable, a deviation of the distribution function should increase the energy.
F(8,a)

Therefore the coefficients 1 +~ must be positive.

One more important difference from the Fermi-gas is related to the density of

states v(J.1). Of course v(J.1) itself has the same form as that of the ideal Fermi-gas;

In the case of the ideal Fermi-gas, ~ is equal to the mass of the particle, the "bare

mass", but in the case of the Fermi-liquid it is not true. So if we introduce the

"effective mass" m* of the quasiparticle defined by

* PFm=-,
VF

then we can write down v(J.1) in the same form

(74)

m* should be related to m in terms of the set of parameters Fjs,a).
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(75)

Now we apply the same procedure as in the case of the ideal Fermi-gas to

derive the momentum, the sound velocity, the spin susceptibility and the specific

heat of the Fermi-liquid.

1) Momentum density

We assume that the Fermi liquid system moves with a small velocity w. Choos

ing the z-axis along the direction of w, we can write

Pz = LVJdrpzn(p, 0-)
(1

=V J2drpZ n8 (p)

= V J2drpcosO ( - 8;;q) 1J(O, cP)

where () is the angle between p and the z-axis. Replacing (8;;;9) by -<5(E - f.-l), we

can take v(f.-l) out of the integral as usual ;

Thus we can express Pz with only r710. We then minimize n- w· P with respect

to 1]10, that is

from which we get

1 1
1]10 =!3 FS WPF

Y':>1+_1
3

Substituting eq.(78), into eq.(76), Pz can be written as

1 2 . 1
Pz = "3VWPFV(f.-l) F S '

1+_1
3

(77)

(78)

(79)

Because the interaction does not change the total momentum, Pz should be equal

to mNw, which is also true in the case of the ideal Fermi-gas. So comparing the
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expression of Pz with that of the ideal case, we can get

Vliq (p, ) ( )
F 8 = vgas p, .

1+_1
3

Therefore,

This also means

m* F S

_=1+_1
m 3

(80)

(81)

The interaction changes the effective mass and also the density of states, but the

ratios are described with only one parameter Fi.

2) Sound velocity

We consider a change in the chemical potential as the perturbation, and find

the change in the number of particles as the response of the system. In this case

we have to express ~p,N using the parameters 1]fm or (fm'

!::>/1N = !::>/1(Neq +!::>N) =!::>/1L: V J(neqHi)dr = !::>/1V J2dr(neq+ns) . (82)
. (j

The change in the number of particles becomes

J ( 8ne ) JdO~N = V 2dr - OE:q 1]((},4» = v(p,)V 41r 1]((}, 4» = v(p,)1]ooV

from which we have to minimize n_- ~p,N with respect to only 1]00 ;

Then we get

~p,

1]00 = 1 + Fa

Substituting eq.(85) into eq.(83), ~N can be written as

~N = v(p,) ~IIV
- l+Fo ""

-87 -
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Therefore

2 N

u = m(~:)
1 N 1 N .

- V 1 = V mV(J1) (1 + Fo)
mV(J1) 1 +Fo

(87)

The velocity u can be also written with only one parameter Fo., but this is

different from what we need to express Pz • Although the thermodynamic quantities

of the Fermi-gas are. described with only one quantity v(J1), in the case of the

Fermi-liquid we cannot describe the system with only one quantity because of the

different coefficients of oscillators.

3) Spin susceptibility

We aSsume that our system is in an external magnetic field H. Choosing the

z-axis along H, M z can be written as

(88)

Then we have to minimize n- M· H with respect to only (00 ;

we get

(gn) 1
(00- "2 H 1 + F8 .

Therefore

. (gn) 2 1
Mz=M= "2 VV(J.l)1+F8 H .

The spin susceptibility is

1 M (gh)2 1
X = V H = "2 v(J1) 1 + ~a
. 0

X can be also expressed with only one parameter Fo..
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4) Specific heat

To derive the specific heat, we have to know the change in the entropy due to

a change in the temperature, but ~he entropy of the Fermi liquid is the same as

that of the Fermi gas. So the derivation of the specific heat. of the Fermi liquid is

almost the same. Only one difference is that we have to replace m by m*. That

IS,

7r2

C = -3Tv(J-t)
m=m·

3.4 Zero sound

So far we have discussed the static properties of the Fermi-liquid. In the case

of the sound velocity, we also considered the static response of the system. This

is true if the frequency of the sound w satisfies

1
w<t:-,

T

because during one period of oscillation the system has enough time to equilibrate

through collisions.

However, since T is proportional to 1/T2, any w cannot satisfy the restriction

WT <t: 1 at very low temperatures. So we have to change our argument about the

sound propagation at very low temperatures. We have to consider the dynamic

equation for the distribution function.

To derive it we consider the conservation law of particles. Let us start from

the ideal Fermi-gas. The total number of particles is

N = L Jn(p, 0", r, t)d3rdr ,
(J

(93)

here n is a function of rand t. Considering a small volume element in phase space

d3pd3r, the conservation law of particles is expressed by

an d'. .- + ·IV J = 0at (94)

.where j is the current of particles. In this case divergence has six components,

that is, the derivative with respect to rand p, and j also has six components of
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nr and np. So we can write

on 0 ( .) 0 ( .) 0-+- nr +~ np =ot or op

Using the. Hamilton equations

(95)

. aE
r=-op

. OE
p=-or

we can derive the following transport equation for particles ;

an + on . OE _ on OE = 0
at or op apor (96)

The right-hand side of this equation should be zero if interaction of particles

is exactly zero, but this is not true when interactions are present. Because of

the interactions, quasiparticles change their momenta through collisions. This

means that quasiparticles jump from a small volume element to another element

in momentum space through collisions. So the right-hand side of the transport

equation is not zero any longer. We need a collision integrCl,l term I(n) in the

right-hand side for the case of the Fermi-liquid. If we write n as

n(p, a, r, t) = no(p, a) + n(p, a, r, t) , (97)

.where no is the equilibrium distribution function in the ground state, then the

order of I(n) is I"V -~. On the other hand the order of tf is I"V wn, where w is the

frequency of the sound. So if w is much larger than ~, that is

WT~ 1 , (98)

then we can drop the collision integral. Since T is proportional to 1/T2, we can

neglect the collision integral at very low temperatur~s, and we can set the right

hand side of the transport equation to be zero.
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Now let us derive the sound velocity of the Fermi liquid under the condition

WT > 1 ; the velocity of zero sound. The transport equation for quasiparticles is

on on oe; onoe; 0-+-.----=ot ar ap or ar

The energy of a quasiparticle c can be written as

(99)

€ - JL = vp(p - po) + L Jf(p, (7; p', (7')n(p', (7', r, t)dr' . (100)
a' .

Substituting eq.(100) into eq.(99), and collecting terms of the first order in n, we

get

on an ono ['"""J " on ,]at +V' ar - op . -7 1(p, 0-; p ,0- ) or dT = 0 (101)

If we divide 1 and n into the spin symmetric and antisymmetric parts, we can get

the independent equations

{

" ans . ans" ano JI(s)( ') ons2d' 0-+V·---- p,p - T =at or op or

. ana ana ono JI(a) ( ') ana 2d ' -0--+v·----- p,p -- T-
0t or op . or

(102)

We treat only the spin synunetric equation below, but the same results can be

derived from the spin antisYnunetric equation. If we write ns as

the transport equation becomes

ory ary ac JI(s),( ') ono ory 2d' - 0-+v·_-- p p -_. Tot or op 'ac or -
(103)

aa~Q can be replaced by - b(c -' J.L) and with account of definition of F( S ), we can
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write

8"7 8"7 J (8) . 8"7 dO'-+Vo_+V o F (cos8)---=0·
8t 8r . 8r 41r

where 8 is the angle between p and p' 0 In the sound wave "7 changes like

"7 = "lo(p)ei(Kor-wt)

Then we can express the transport equation as

(104)

(105)

that is

"7o(p) ~ K ~v JF(s) (cos 8 )"70(p') d
4
0'

w- °V 1r

F( 8
) can be expanded in a series of Legendric polynomials

F(8\cos8) = LFjs)Pl(cos8) .
l

Similarly, we can expand "70 like

00

"7o(p) = "lo(B,¢) = L "7o(B)eimq,
m=-oo

(107)

(108)

(109)

Here we discuss two simple models taking the initial one or two components of

F(s) 0 In the ~implest model, we assume that the interaction j(s)(p, p') is .constant

independent of both p and p' 0 In this case the only component of F(s) is Fds) 0

The transport equation becomes

'70· cos Ii Ii JFJS ) "78 (cos 0') -2
1

sin 0'dO' ,
u -cos

where we assume that the direction of K is along z-axis and u is defined by

w
u=--

KVF
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To solve eq.(110), we write

o cos ()
flo = TJo = A ,

U - cos ()

and substitute eq.(112) into eq.(110). Then we get

(112)

(113)

If FJ8) > 0, there is one real solution, such that U > 1. From the definition of u,

we can write

w-uvFK . (114)

This means that uvp is the sound velocity. This velocity is larger than vp because

u > 1. This sound is called zero sound since it exists at zero temperature. If we

take one more component of pC8
), that is

then we can obtain a different mode of the oscillation. Because cos e can be

expressed in terms of () and 4> as

cose = (ft· p')

= sin () sin ()' (cos ¢ cos ¢' + sin ¢ sin 4>') + cos () cos ()' , (116)

we need only m = 1 terms of 'fJ0. So we can write 'fJo as

(117)

Substituting (115)1'V(117) into eq.(107), we get

'fJ6 cos 4> = cos () () pis) Jsin () sin ()' cos ¢ cos ¢' 'fJ6 «()') cos 4>' d
4
0' (118)

u - cos 7r

Eq.(118) can be reduced to

1 _ sin 0 cos 0pC8) J. 0' 1(0') sin OfdO'
'fJo - 0 1 SIn 'fJou - cos . 4

(119)

We can consider the solution in the same way as the last simplest case. We
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therefore obtain

(120)

As discussed before, if Fi s
) > 6, we have a real solution.

So fa~ we have discussed two models. In the case of F(s) = FJs), TJo is propor

tional to u:'~so~o' To illustrate this oscillation, we compare it with the small shift

of the whole Fermi sphere along the z-axis. The displacement of the Fermi surface

along the z-axis gives TJ, which is proportional to cos O. In the case of zero sound

"10 I'V u=-o:o~ (j the situation is some what more complicated, but TJo ~ ~ cos 0 when

u ~ 1. On the other hand, in the case of FCs) = FJs) +Fis) cos e, for the second

of the models considered, "10 is proportional to s~n.!c~~sl cos <p. In the limit u ~. 1,

it describes a shift of a Fermi sphere in the direction transverse to the propagation

of the wave.
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